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Abstract
Extended Probabilistic Symbolic Execution
Aline Uwimbabazi
Department of Mathematical Sciences,
Computer Science Division,
University of Stellenbosch,
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Africa.
Thesis: MSc
December 2013
Probabilistic symbolic execution is a new approach that extends the normal symbolic
execution with probability calculations. This approach combines symbolic execution and
model counting to estimate the number of input values that would satisfy a given path
condition, and thus is able to calculate the execution probability of a path. The focus
has been on programs that manipulate primitive types such as linear integer arithmetic
in object-oriented programming languages such as Java. In this thesis, we extend proba-
bilistic symbolic execution to handle data structures, thus allowing support for reference
types. Two techniques are proposed to calculate the probability of an execution when the
programs have structures as inputs: an approximate approach that assumes probabili-
ties for certain choices stay fixed during the execution and an accurate technique based
on counting valid structures. We evaluate these approaches on an example of a Binary
Search Tree and compare it to the classic approach which only take symbolic values as
input.
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Uittreksel
Uitgebreide Probabilistiese Simboliese Uitvoering
(“ Extended Probabilistic Symbolic Execution”)
Aline Uwimbabazi
Departement Wiskundige Wetenskappe,
Afdeling Rekenaarwetenskap,
Universiteit van Stellenbosch,
Privaatsak X1, Matieland 7602, Suid Afrika.
Tesis: MSc
Desember 2013
Probabilistiese simboliese uitvoering is ’n nuwe benadering wat die normale simboliese
uitvoering uitbrei deur waarksynlikheidsberekeninge by te voeg. Hierdie benadering kom-
bineer simboliese uitvoering en modeltellings om die aantal invoerwaardes wat ’n gegewe
padvoorwaarde sal bevredig, te beraam en is dus in staat om die uitvoeringswaarskyn-
likheid van ’n pad te bereken. Tot dus vêr was die fokus op programme wat primitiewe
datatipes manipuleer, byvoorbeeld lineêre heelgetalrekenkunde in objek-geörienteerde tale
soos Java. In hierdie tesis brei ons probabilistiese simboliese uitvoering uit om datastruk-
ture, en dus verwysingstipes, te dek. Twee tegnieke word voorgestel om die uitvoerings-
waarskynlikheid van ’n program met datastrukture as invoer te bereken. Eerstens is daar
die benaderingstegniek wat aanneem dat waarskynlikhede vir sekere keuses onveranderd
sal bly tydens die uitvoering van die program. Tweedens is daar die akkurate tegniek wat
gebaseer is op die telling van geldige datastrukture. Ons evalueer hierdie benaderings op
’n voorbeeld van ’n binêre soekboom en vergelyk dit met die klassieke tegniek wat slegs
simboliese waardes as invoer neem.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Globally, billions of dollars are lost due to software system failure every year. For ex-
ample, Toyota recalled more than 13 million vehicles worldwide due to an error in its
vehicles’ software that gave faulty speed readings; this failure cost Toyota an estimated
of 2-5 billion US dollars [7]. Other examples include the European Space Agency’s Ariane
5 Flight 501 which was destroyed 40 seconds after takeoff and a 1 billion US dollar proto-
type rocket self-destructed due to a bug in the on-board guidance software [37]. Despite
the technological advances in languages and tools to support program development, pro-
grammers still deliver software with lots of errors [29, 6]. A way of avoiding these losses
is to better understand the behaviors of a program to enable effective software testing,
that will in turn ensure better system reliability.
In the software engineering field, testing software is considered as the most important
method to finding and eliminating software errors. It is a very expensive activity, and a
study done in 2002 by the National Institute of Standards and Technology reports that
between 70% and 80% of development costs is due to testing [29, 73]. The importance of
testing is growing as the impact of software errors on industry becomes more pronounced.
Although testing has become a dominant method and an important part of the software
development process, studies indicate that the tools used for testing the software are
insufficient. Hence, the production of high quality code remains a critical issue. Different
techniques and methods have been explored by various researchers. Unfortunately, the
necessary level to establish the correctness of the software cannot always be guaranteed
by these techniques, the tools that have been developed, provides limited support for
testing in general and understanding the program’s behavior.
Recent progress in software testing and verification have led to a considerable increase
in the performance of the techniques for test generation, and detecting errors based on
1
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symbolic execution [56]. The main idea behind this technique is to use symbolic values,
instead of actual (concrete) values, as input values and to represent the values of program
variables as symbolic expressions. As a result, the outputs computed by a program are
expressed as a function of the symbolic inputs (Section 2.1.1).
Nowadays, program analysis and testing based on symbolic execution have received a
lot of attention, there are quite a few tools available that perform symbolic execution for
programs written in modern programming languages [58, 61, 65, 81, 96]. Scaling symbolic
execution remains a challenging problem especially with the analysis of programs that
manipulate data structures due to issues like aliasing [11, 83].
In this thesis, we are specifically interested in analyzing programs that manipulate data
structures. In particular we are interested in calculating the probability of execution
behaviors. The motivation for this work is two-fold: one the one hand we would like to
better understand program behavior and on the other hand we can use execution proba-
bilities to determine software reliability. Note that we define reliability as the probability
of the program not producing an error. In previous work [41] it was shown how one
can calculate execution probabilities for programs that only manipulate integer variables,
here we extend it to handle data structures as well.
We use Java PathFinder (JPF), a software model checker engine for the Java programming
language [3] and two of its extensions: Symbolic PathFinder (SPF), an extension to Java
PathFinder for performing symbolic execution, and Probabilistic Symbolic Execution
(JPF-Probsym), an extension to SPF that enables the calculation of probabilities for
programs with only linear integer arithmetic constraints.
To calculate execution probabilities one must be able to count the number of solutions to
constraints. Here we will use the LattE [4] and Korat [18] tools to count data constraints
and structures respectively. Note that counting solutions to constraints only work on the
underlying assumption that values are uniformly distributed in their respective domains.
This restriction can be relaxed, as shown in [39], but to simplify the exposition here we
only consider uniform distributions.
1.1 Contributions
In this thesis, an existing probabilistic symbolic execution framework [41] that combines
symbolic execution and model counting techniques to calculate the probability of an
execution of programs for supporting linear integer arithmetic, is extended to handle
data structures. We describe two approaches to handling data structures and evaluate
2
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it on a Binary Search Tree container class. The system supports the understanding of
program’s behaviors, thus, enhances the software testing phase.
The contributions of this thesis are:
1. A description of how an existing probabilistic symbolic execution can be extended
to allow symbolic structures as input.
2. Show two possible solutions: the first shows how we can get an approximate answer
in an efficient fashion, and the second solution, gives a precise answer using the
Korat tool.
3. Evaluate our approaches for the extended probabilistic symbolic execution on a
Binary Search Tree example.
1.2 Outline of Thesis
This thesis is organized into five chapters and structured as follows:
• Chapter 1 serves as an introduction by describing the domain research, presenting
research problem, contributions and what the thesis contains.
• Chapter 2 provides the necessary background information for the reminder of the
thesis. It contains a survey of techniques that are commonly used. The concepts of
symbolic execution for the linear integer arithmetic and programs with heap objects
structures are provided. The fundamental notions on Java Pathfinder, Symbolic
PathFinder and model counting for both integers and structures are presented.
The probabilistic symbolic execution approach is described. We also discuss related
research work.
• Chapter 3 presents the approaches used to extend the probabilistic symbolic execu-
tion. It shows how the existing system can be modified if we assume a fixed set of
probabilities for all structural choices, which would give us an approximate answer.
In addition we then show how we can use the Korat tool to count structures which
will give a precise answer, but doesn’t scale well to large data domains.
• Chapter 4 presents the results of experiments conducted on a Java version of a
Binary Search Tree. We compare the existing probabilistic symbolic execution with
the two approaches from Chapter 3.
• Chapter 5 contains the conclusions of the thesis and discusses future work.
3
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
In the process of software development, effective testing is the accepted technique to
find errors in the software. However, the necessary level of effort for manual test in-
put generation is high and usually results in inadequate test cases. Various researchers
have proposed automated techniques for test-input generation [9], one such technique is
symbolic execution.
Early symbolic execution [56] has been proposed to manipulate the programs with prim-
itive data types, such as integers, and researchers have recently focused on how to handle
arrays and reference types [54, 11]. Other techniques have been introduced for automated
reasoning technologies, one of them called model counting [43, 39, 41], is frequently used
for solving artificial intelligence problems, such as probabilistic reasoning, which includes
Bayesian net reasoning [87]. In this thesis, the use of model counting in software engi-
neering for supporting the testing phase, is explored.
There is a plethora of research on symbolic execution and model counting techniques.
However, the use of both techniques for automatic testing and verification of programs
is an emerging field. Our investigation focused on the presentation of the available tech-
niques related to the use of symbolic execution, and model counting for both primitive
types (e.g., integers) and reference types (e.g., structures) in testing and verification of
Java programs. We therefore do not expend much effort in describing model counting
in detail; rather, we identify and discuss specific model counting tools chosen to be used
in this thesis. The reader interested in model counting techniques and their applications
may refer to [44].
The chapter begins with a general description of symbolic execution in Section 2.1, sym-
bolic execution for integers in Subsection 2.1.1 and for programs with heap objects via
lazy initialization in Subsection 2.1.2. Section 2.2 gives a background on Java PathFinder
4
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and Symbolic PathFinder. The model counting concepts for integers and structures are
described in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 provides the goals of probabilistic symbolic execu-
tion and techniques used to realize these goals. Section 2.5 discusses the techniques and
studies most closely related to this thesis. We conclude the chapter with the concluding
remarks in Section 2.6.
2.1 Symbolic Execution
In the mid 1970’s, King [56] and Clarke [27] introduced symbolic execution, a program
analysis technique that performs execution of a program on symbolic values rather than
concrete data inputs. This technique was mainly used for program testing and debugging.
Even though this technique was explored by various researchers to accomplish different
kinds of analyses since its beginning, it was only during the last decade that the tech-
nique started to realize its powerful analysis potential in the context of exposing errors
in software, generating high-coverage test cases and enabling the understanding of the
behaviors of programs [20, 22, 26, 41, 45, 54, 91]. This is due to the recent dramatic
growth of algorithmic advances and to the increased availability of powerful constraint
solving technology and computational resources [21].
One basic advantage of symbolic execution over concrete execution (e.g., traditional test-
ing) is that symbolic execution can reason about unknown values represented by symbols
(or symbolic values) (e.g., α, β, x, y etc.) instead of concrete values (e.g., integers) [36].
A number of tools for symbolic execution are currently available in public domain [8]. For
Java, available tools include Symbolic PathFinder [80], JFuzz [51], and LCT [52]. For C,
tools that are available include Klee [20], S2E [24], and Crest [50].
2.1.1 Symbolic Execution for Integers
Symbolic execution [56, 76] is a popular static analysis technique used in software testing
to explore as many different program paths as possible in a given amount of time, and
for each path, it generates a set of concrete input values exercising it with the aim of
checking the presence of several kinds of errors, including undetected exceptions and
assertion violations [22].
The main idea behind symbolic execution technique is to execute the code of program
using symbolic values as inputs in place of concrete values and represent the values of
program variables as symbolic expressions over the symbolic values. As a result, the
5
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output values computed by programs are expressed as a function of symbolic inputs [81,
22].
To ease understanding, in the continuing text, English letters are used to represent the
variables, Greek letters are used to represent the symbolic values and the symbol "←"
indicates assignments of values to variables.
In symbolic execution [56], a program may be represented by a control flow graph, a di-
rected graph that contains many or an infinite number of paths. It explores the execution
of a program tree where a node represents a symbolic state and the transitions between
states are represented by the arcs or edges. The program that is executed symbolically
comprises three states [56]:
1. A path condition (a condition on the inputs symbols such that if a path is feasible
its path condition is satisfiable).
2. Symbolic values of program variables.
3. A program counter (points to the current statement of the method being executed.
In other words, it indicates the next statement to be executed).
Definition 2.1.1 Definition (Path Constraint) [31]. The path constraint (PC) of a pro-
gram path p is a boolean formula over the symbolic inputs, this is a logical conjunction of
conjuncts that the program inputs must satisfy for an execution to follow that path p.
The path associated with a path condition can be executed concretely using input val-
ues that satisfy the constraints in the path condition. The paths generated during the
symbolic execution of a program are characterized by a symbolic execution tree [81].
To illustrate the idea behind symbolic execution, we consider the algorithm 1 and the
example which illustrates it in Listing 2.1.
6
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Algorithm 1 SymbolicExecute(l, φ,m, p) [41].
while ¬branch(l) do
m← m〈v, e〉
l← next(l)
end while
c← m[cond(l)]
if SAT(φ ∧ c) then
SymbolicExecute(target(l), φ ∧ c,m)
end if
if SAT(φ ∧ ¬c) then
probSymbolicExecute(next(l), φ ∧ ¬c,m)
end if
The symbolic execution algorithm 1 adapted from [41] outlines the basic elements of
symbolic execution. It contains initial location of the program represented by l, the path
condition which is true, and an initial map represented by m. It operates by decomposing
symbolic executions into different locations that are placed between branch statements.
These are mainly represented by branch(l) whose condition is represented by cond(l).
Beside this, it also contains non-branching statements whose form looks like v = e.
When all non-branch statements are processed, their outcomes are examined. With
positive branch outcome whose formula is found to be satisfiable, will become a new path
condition and the next branch of the code to be processed is the target location.
With a negative branch outcome, the process remains the same with an exception of
negating the branch condition, and the next branch to be processed starts at the next
location. As an illustrative example, consider the code fragment 1 in Listing 2.1, that
increments or decrements the value of an integer, when the initial value of x is greater
than zero or less than or equal to 0. The statements are referenced by their line numbers.
1 int example (int x)
2 {
3 if (x > 0)
4 x++; // S1
5 else
6 x--; // S2
7 return x;
8 }
Listing 2.1: Code fragment 1.
At every conditional statement if S1 else S2, the path condition is updated. To symbol-
ically execute this program, its behavior is taken into consideration and analysed, when
the input variable x contains a symbolic value α, the method example is invoked, and
7
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takes a single argument x. If x is greater than 0, the value of x will be incremented
otherwise i.e., if it is less than or equal to 0, it will be decremented.
At the first statement, symbolic execution considers two constraints : (α > 0) and ! (α > 0)
in other words, (α ≤ 0).
When (α > 0), the value of x is incremented at statement 4, and then the value α+ 1 is
returned at statement 7.
When ! (α > 0), the value of x is decremented at statement 6, and then the value of α−1
is returned at statement 7.
The symbolic execution tree which represents the execution paths followed during the
symbolic execution of the given code fragment 1, is shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Symbolic execution tree for code fragment 1.
Symbolic execution normally uses that fact that the path is either satisfiable or un-
satisfiable [81]. The determination of a satisfiability or unsatisfiability of the path con-
ditions is performed by various decision procedures tools such as, CVC3 [12], Choco [1]
and Z3 [31]. These tools vary in the types of constraints they can solve. For example,
CVC3 is used for solving real and integer linear arithmetic, and also the bit vectors op-
erations. Choco is implemented in Java and used to solve linear/non-linear integer/real
constraints. Z3 is implemented in C++ and used in various software verification and
analysis applications [31].
Consider an example taken from [8], Listing 2.2 shows a program which swaps integer
values for variables x and y, when the initial value of x is greater than y. Its corresponding
symbolic execution tree is shown in Figure 2.2.
8
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1 int x, y;
2 read x, y;
3 if (x>y) {
4 x = x+y;
5 y = x-y;
6 x = x-y;
7 if (x-y>0)
8 assert false;
9 }
Listing 2.2: Code that swaps two integers [8].
Figure 2.2: Symbolic execution tree for the code that swaps two integers [8].
The process starts with the path condition which is true, which means that before the
execution of the if statement at line 3 where x is greater than y, the PC is initialized to
true. For any program input, the symbolic values X and Y are given to x and y. Then
after the execution of the if statements at the lines 3 and 7, PC is updated appropriately.
After the execution of the first statement in line 3, there are two possible alternative inputs
that are found to be satisfiable with the "if" statement i.e., then and else.
On one hand, there is a set of constraints X > Y & Y −X ≤ 0 for which the program has
inputs which allow the swapping of the integers, this happens when x=2 and y=1. On
the other hand, the path (1,2,3,4,5,6) having X > Y & Y −X > 0 as path constraints,
is found to be unsatisfiable. This means that the program does not have any inputs for
9
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which it can take the infeasible path. Therefore, code is considered to be unreachable
and the symbolic execution backtracks, see the Figure 2.2.
2.1.2 Symbolic Execution of Programs with Heap Objects-Lazy
Initialization
In this section, details of how symbolic execution for programs with heap objects operate,
are provided. The technique used is called lazy initialization and more details can be found
in [54, 42].
Lazy Initialization [54] is a technique that delays the creation of an object until the first
time it is needed. It has been used with the symbolic execution technique to handle
the programs that have the heap object structures and arrays as inputs [54]. This has
potentially contributed to the path explosion problems since it was observed that the
manipulation of an object oriented program is notoriously hard due to issues of alias-
ing [54, 83]. Further work done with the aim of manipulating the heap structures and
arrays using subsumption checking was performed by Anand et al. [11].
The main idea behind the LSE algorithm shown in Figure 2.3, implemented in SPF
(Section 2.2.2), is that it starts the symbolic execution of a procedure on un-initialized
input and uses lazy initialization to assign values to these inputs. Thus, lazy initialization
provides a method for systematically exploring heap configurations in a programming
language like Java that enforces the manipulation of the heap. For a given program,
lazy initialization works in the same way as symbolic execution i.e., it starts with no
knowledge of the heap structure and symbolically executes the program to discover and
initialize the heap structure, and the unknown object values are represented by special
symbols.
With the lazy symbolic execution algorithm (LSE), when a program executes and accesses
an object field, it initializes the values to the field on demand. The LSE first checks
whether the field is initialized. If the field is not yet initialized, then the algorithm checks
its type, i.e. if the field type is scalar, then a fresh symbol is created for that scalar value
which refers to an object. For an un-initialized reference field, the algorithm explores
all possible options by non-deterministically initializing the field and choosing among the
following values for the reference as presented in the Figure 2.3.
10
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Figure 2.3: Lazy symbolic execution (LSE) algorithm [54].
Note that the second case may lead the lazy initialization to continue expanding the heap
and not to terminate because of the possibility of creating more choices, this can be over-
come by limiting the depth of a path. During the initialization of a reference field, lazy
symbolic execution also checks for the method’s precondition with the aim of handling its
violation. With the primitive fields, when a branching condition is evaluated, the lazy ini-
tialization algorithm non-deterministically adds the condition or its negation to its path
condition and checks whether the path condition is satisfiable or not. This satisfiability
checking is performed with the aid of decision procedure as previously mentioned. In
case the path condition is found to be infeasible, the current execution terminates, that
is to say, the algorithm backtracks. In addition, LSE supports the fundamental founda-
tion necessary for carrying out symbolic execution on programs in order to manipulate
dynamically allocated data structures. When the field is un-initialized and also is a non
reference type field, LSE follows traditional symbolic execution since it is developed in
the context of sequential programs which contain a fixed number of program variables
having the primitive types such as integers. As an example, consider the code shown in
Listing 2.3 which implements a linked list.
1 public class LinkedNode {
2 private LinkedNode next;
3 private object value;
4 public void add(object k) {
5 if (next= = null) {
6 LinkedNode n = new LinkedNode ();
7 n.value = k;
8 this.next = n;
9 }
10 else
11 next.add(k);
12 } }
Listing 2.3: A linked list example [55].
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We illustrate the lazy initialization algorithm on the linked list program represented in
Listing 2.3, the program presents LinkedNode that implements a linked lists. The object’s
value and LinkedNode next represents, the node’s integer value and a reference to the
next node in the list respectively. For a given object reference k, the LSE starts to
operate in line 5 at the "if" statement, i.e., the first time the field is accessed, the linked
list is extended. Lazy initialization chooses non-deterministically the choices among all
possibilities for the field of that object [55], and the linked node n will have 4 choices
created earlier normally called alias choices, besides this, it will also have null and new
choices, as described in 2.4.
Figure 2.4: A linked list with non deterministic choices [55].
Figure 2.4 illustrates a simple linked list with non-deterministic choices performed by lazy
initialization, as explained in Figure 2.3.
It has been reported that the decision procedure used to solve path conditions and check
their satisfiability, are utilized only for scalar values and not for heaps [35]. Since our
focus is based on handling heap object structures by using a lazy initialization algorithm,
the decision procedures are not used. From a different point of view, lazy initialization
can be considered as a decision procedure for object structures with case splitting on
possible aliasing scenarios [35].
2.2 Java PathFinder
Java PathFinder(JPF) [3, 92] is an open-source implementation of the Java Virtual Ma-
chine for verifying Java bytecode, developed at National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration (NASA) Ames Research Center. This is an explicit state model checker for
Java bytecode, and contains a core package, i.e., JPF-Core with other extensions such
as, JPF-Awt, Symbolic PathFinder (SPF), and JPF-Probsym. We are specifically in-
terested in the probabilistic symbolic execution extension that has been created for it:
JPF-Probsym. Figure 2.5 presents the components of JPF, namely:
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• A model, a system under test.
• A model checker, JPF is itself a virtual machine.
• A specification, a JPF configuration.
Figure 2.5: JPF Model checking tool [2].
JPF is implemented in Java as a special Java Virtual Machine (JVM) that runs on top of
the host JVM. Therefore, it handles all standard Java features and in addition allows for
non-deterministic choices written as annotations, these annotations are added by method
calls to class Verify [88].
The inputs to JPF are: the class files (Java bytecode) for a system under test and a
set of configuration text files which specify the desired JPF execution mode, program
properties to verify, and artifacts to generate. The verification artifacts produced are
usually reported in various formats [81].
It takes as input a Java program (and an optional bound on the length of program
execution) and explores all executions (up to a chosen depth bound) that the program can
have due to different non deterministic choices, and generates as output executions that
violates given properties, test inputs for the given program or state-space exploration [92].
The class files of the Java program are analyzed by interpreting the Java bytecodes
in a custom-made Virtual Machine. It also implements a (default) concrete execution
semantics that is based on a stack machine model, according to the Java Virtual Machine
specification [59].
JPF’s core is a state exploring JVM which can examine alternative paths in a Java pro-
gram (for example, via backtracking) by trying to provide all non-deterministic choices,
including thread scheduling order. It explores all executions that a given Java program can
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have and implements a backtrackable Java Virtual Machine to support non-deterministic
choices e.g., in thread interleavings and provides the control over thread scheduling.
The main difference between JPF and a regular JVM is that JPF can quickly backtrack
the program execution by restoring the previous states on a path encountered during
the execution. Backtracking allows the exploration of different executions from the same
state. To perform the backtracking faster, JPF uses a special representation of states and
executes program bytecodes by modifying this representation. Specialized JVM explores
all possible execution paths of a Java program. The core of JPF is a special Java virtual
machine that supports backtracking, state matching, and non-determinism of both data
and scheduling decisions or choices.
2.2.1 Choice Generators
Figure 2.6: States, Transitions and Choices [2].
In order to explore the state space, JPF uses choice generators [2]. This is defined as the
mechanism used by JPF for systematically exploring the state space. It corresponds to
non-deterministic choices made during execution, and is often generated by instrumenta-
tion in the source code being explored [89]. There are various types of choices, namely,
scheduling, data, control, and user defined choices. A new transition is started with one of
the type of choices and extend until the next as can be seen in Figure 2.6, when there are
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unprocessed choices, backtracking moves up to the next choice generator. Data choices
can often be created programmatically by using the verify package. For instance, if one
needs to perform the verification of any program with input values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, then the specification can be done as, Verify.getInt (1, 10).
Note that the non deterministic choice mode happens when at a given state, more
than a single transition is enabled. For choosing the threads, JPF provides Thread-
ChoiceGenerator and all classes related to data and scheduling choice are kept in the
gov.nasa.jpf.jvm.choice package. For symbolic execution (Section 2.1.1), a PC Choice-
Generator is used to consider whether constraints forming a PC are feasible or not.
In [74], it was reported that JPF constructs the program state space on-the-fly and at the
end of each transition. All the properties are checked (which may be built-in properties
such as race conditions and deadlocks). A transition is a sequence of bytecode instructions
executed by a single thread; only the first instruction in the sequence represents the non-
deterministic choice. At every transition boundary, JPF saves the current JVM state in
a serialized form for the purpose of backtracking and state matching. The complete JVM
state includes all heap objects, stacks of all threads and all static data [74]. During the
program’s execution it takes a Java program as input and explores all the executions that
the program may have due to different non-deterministic choices. It represents the JVM
state of the Java program being checked and performs bytecodes execution, backtracking
for storing and restoring state such that it backtracks the execution during the state space
exploration, and state comparison for detecting cycles in the state space.
JPF has different extensions as previously mentioned. These are considerably efficient for
automatic test generation and utilized during the verification of programs. Depending
on the type of analysis performed, they are useful in the exploration of program paths,
detection of errors as well as the creation of test drivers. In this work, however, only two
extensions are used:
• JPF-Symbc (SPF), an extension to JPF for performing symbolic execution.
• JPF-Probsym, an extension to SPF for performing probabilistic symbolic execution.
2.2.2 Symbolic PathFinder (SPF)
Symbolic PathFinder (SPF) [2] is an extension project in JPF and it is available as
the project JPF-Symbc from the JPF distribution. This SPF extension allows for the
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symbolic execution of Java bytecode, including LSE for reference types ( see Section 2.1.2).
More details on JPF-Symbc are available online 1.
Figure 2.7: Symbolic PathFinder overview [81].
SPF relies on the Java PathFinder model checker (JPF − core) to systematically explore
the different symbolic execution paths, as well as different thread interleavings. Further-
more, SPF utilizes JPF’s built-in strategies for state space exploration, such as depth-first
search or breadth-first search [81]. The limitation of possible infinite search space can
occur with the symbolic execution of programs with loops, is overcome by limiting the
depth of a path. As input, SPF requires [81]:
• the class files of an executable program,
• a configuration file specifying which methods in the program should be executed
symbolically,
• properties being verified or a test coverage criteria to obtain a test suite.
SPF combines symbolic execution, constraints solving and model checking for test case
generation and error detection. One main application is to automatically generate a set
of test inputs that achieves high code coverage (e.g., path coverage) [79].
There are a few tools available that perform symbolic execution for programs written in
modern programming languages [91, 58, 96]. What distinguishes SPF from these tools
is its ability to handle complex symbolic inputs and multithreading, and its extensibility
due to several works done and many applications built on top of SPF [81].
1 http://babelfish.arc.nasa.gov/trac/jpf/wiki/projects/jpf-symbc
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The state of a program which is executed symbolically contains symbolic values of the
program’s variables, the program counter, and a path condition (PC), this is the boolean
formula which presents the constraints that should be satisfied by the symbolic values
during the program’s execution. A symbolic state of any program P has a symbolic
heap configuration H and a path condition PC. Besides this, it also includes the program
counter and thread scheduling information [79].
SPF implements symbolic execution with the aid of a non standard bytecode interpre-
tation. It integrates symbolic execution [56, 25] with model checking [92] to perform
automated generation of test cases and to check properties of the code during test case
generation. Whenever a path condition is updated, it is checked for satisfiability or
un-satisfiability using an appropriate decision procedure. If the path condition is not sat-
isfied, the model checker backtracks. When the satisfiability of the path condition cannot
be determined i.e. when it is undecidable, the model checker still backtracks. Therefore,
in this case, the feasible program behaviors can only be explored by the model checker.
The implementation of SPF is performed through the change of JPF’s standard bytecode
interpretation which performs concrete symbolic execution as we indicated that the sym-
bolic execution tracks symbolic values rather than concrete values. These concrete values
can be integers, floats and so on. This is done to explore the state space of the byte
codes which are extended to allow the variables to be represented by symbolic values and
expressions, generating path condition in case of the execution of conditional byte codes
and the storage of the symbolic execution by using variable attributes. This storage is
achieved by assigning symbolic attributes to variables and fields. The SPF’s bytecode is
a true extension of the standard concrete bytecodes, both concrete values and symbolic
values can be used during the same execution [89]. When a conditional bytecode (e.g.
those compiled from "if" statements, "switch" statements, etc.) is executed in SPF, ex-
ecution branches to explore the result of the bytecode and are evaluated to "true" or
"false".
In the generation of choices, the Path Condition Choice Generator is used to non-
deterministically choose which branch to explore. By default, two choices, "true" and
"false", are generated. Each choice generated is associated with a path condition; the
bytecode’s condition; if "true" and the negation of the bytecode’s condition if "false".
When a choice is explored, the bytecode evaluates this choice and the associated path
condition is appended to the PC. During branching execution, the satisfiability of the
path condition is checked using off-the-shelf constraint solvers. If the PC is satisfiable,
JPF continues along the associated path; otherwise, JPF backtracks. To handle unini-
tialised inputs to the system under verification, SPF uses lazy initialisation as described
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in [54] and generates the heap path constraints. The approach is used for finding counter-
examples to safety properties and for generating tests. For every counter-example, the
model checker reports the input heap configuration (encoding constraints on reference
fields), the numeric path condition (and a satisfying solution), and thread scheduling,
which can be utilized to reproduce the error [60].
Figure 2.7 illustrates the SPF’s components; the non-deterministic Java program is con-
sidered as an input whose source code is instrumented to facilitate the manipulation of the
formula that describes the path conditions. This instrumentation enables JPF to perform
symbolic execution. The model checker explores the symbolic state space which contains
a path condition, a heap configuration and a thread scheduling. On any occasion a path
condition is updated, an appropriate decision procedure can be used to check whether
it is satisfiable or not. When the path condition is found to be un-satisfiable, in such
case, the model checker backtracks. The testing coverage criterion is now checked by the
model checking which in return produces a counter-example. Here, input variables are
allowed to be symbolic and all constraints that compose a counter-example are expressed
in terms of inputs.
2.3 Model Counting
We introduce some aspects of model counting relevant to our study. We start by defining
what model counting is, then, we present an example that illustrates it.
Definition 2.3.1 Model counting or # SAT [41, 44] is the problem of determining the
number of solutions of a given formula, i.e. the number of distinct truth assignments to
variables for which the formula evaluates to true.
2.3.1 Model Counting for Integers
Model counting requires the solver to be cognisant of all solutions in the search space.
Thus, solving a counting problem is at least as hard as solving the satisfiability prob-
lem [41]. While different categories of model counting techniques can be explored, in this
thesis, the LattE [4] and Korat [18] tools are used as model counters. As an example,
consider the code fragment 2 from Listing 2.4.
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1 void foo(int x){
2 if (x > 5)
3 print x;
4 else
5 print "true";
6 }
Listing 2.4: Code fragment 2.
Questions: How do we go about calculating the probabilities for the path conditions ?
in other words, what is the probability of getting the value of x and that for getting the
message "true"? Or which path condition is more likely to be executed than other?
Symbolic execution of the code fragment 2 in Listing 2.4 explores the following two path
conditions:
Path A: [x > 5] 1→ 2→ 3→ 8.
Path B: [x ≤ 5] 1→ 2→ 4→ 5→ 6→ 8.
Assume the input domain of variable x is {0, 1, 2, ..., 9}, we may use the constraints to
check this set as x ≥ 0 ∧ x ≤ 9. There are 10 different input values and two path
conditions. The paths can be explored in various ways; depth first order is the simplest
and most commonly [41].
With the code fragment 2 presented in Listing 2.4, it is clear that for (x > 5) given that
x = {0, 1, ..., 9}, there are 4 numbers of solutions for the path A, these are: {6, 7, 8, 9}.
Thus, the probability of getting the value of x will be P (A) =
4
10
.
To calculate the probability for getting the "True" message, for "else" statements, i.e for
x ≤ 5, there are 6 number of solutions for the path B, these are: (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Thus,
the probability of getting the message "true", would be P (B) =
6
10
. Therefore, the path
condition B is likely executed than A.
Model counting [44] presented challenges for the researchers and poses several new re-
search questions. The problem of counting solutions has been studied and many attempts
for finding its solution have been made by various researchers. Model counting arose from
the satisfiability (SAT) problem [40, 64]. As mentioned in [44], the accurate algorithms
for solving this problem will have a significant impact on many application areas that
are naturally beyond SAT. Model counting is frequently used for Artificial Intelligence
problems such as bounded-length adversarial and contingency planning, and probabilistic
reasoning, including Bayesian net reasoning [87, 85] where recently, a number of differ-
ent techniques to model counting have been presented. Its potential in solving software
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engineering problems is to be exploited. An interested reader of model counting and its
application can refer to [44].
2.3.2 Model Counting for Structures
We start by defining structures and their validity. This allows us to precisely explain the
problem of solving structures, counting them and present their correctness requirements.
2.3.2.1 Definitions
Definition 1 (Structure) [66]: Structures are defined as rooted (object) graphs, where
nodes represent objects and edges represent reference fields. Let O be a set of objects
whose fields form a set F. Each object has a field that represents its class.
Definition 2 (Validity) [66]. Let γ be a structure for a predicate pi, and let pi(γ) be the
results for the execution of the predicate pi, which in return, produces the structure γ. We
say that γ is valid if and only if pi(γ) = true, and γ is invalid if and only if pi(γ) = false.
We also say that a valid satisfies the predicate.
As stated in Section 2.3, the LattE model counter mentioned can be applied to count the
integers, with the structures, we decided to use Korat as the counting procedure. This is
explored to support the manipulation of data structures by generating constraints.
Korat [18] is a well supported framework for constraint-based generation of structurally
complex test inputs for Java programs. It generates structurally complex inputs by
solving imperative predicates, where an imperative predicate is a piece of code that takes
an input, which we call a structure, and determines its validity [66].
Korat generates all test inputs structures (within the bounds) from the structure space
that satisfy the constraints and provides the specifications based on the testing and
counting of input data structures. In general, it requires :
1. An imperative predicate that specifies the desired structural constraints.
2. A finitization that bounds the desired test input size.
2.3.3 Finitization
Korat uses what is called finitization or scope. This refers to the set of bounds that limits
the size of the structures, it also serves by generating a finite state space for the method
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predicates of the given structure and determining the set of classes for the inputs. In other
words, each finitization specifies the bounds for the number of objects in the structure
and possible values for the fields of these objects. It is up to the user to choose the values
for the field domains in the finitization [66].
Given a bound on the input size, called finitization or scope, Korat automatically gener-
ates all predicate inputs for which the predicate returns true. The predicates are written
in a boolean method called repOK [18]. Previous research has shown how the use of
Korat for reliability analysis of software in counting structures can be performed [39]; in
this work, Korat is used as a model counting procedure. Korat performs a systematic
search of the predicate’s input space. A Java predicate is used to explore their space and
enumerate all solutions (inputs) for which the predicate returns true. Given a data struc-
ture with a formal specification for a method, Korat performs efficient generation and
counts the input data structures that satisfy complex predicates, and in return represents
properties of the desired inputs. It uses two methods; (1) precondition method which
generates all test cases for a given size. (2) postcondition method that is considered as a
test oracle used for checking the correctness of each output.
In the process of the generation of test inputs, Korat constructs a Java predicate (i.e., a
method that returns a boolean expression). After the generation of the predicate and a set
of bounds on the size of its inputs (called finitization), Korat generates all nonisomorphic
valid structures within the given scope, i.e., all test inputs up to the given size bound.
For example, Korat generates five non-isomorphic trees of 3 nodes as shown in Figure 2.8.
In the case of graphs, Korat does not actually generate all valid object graphs but only
non-isomorphic object graphs. Two object graphs are isomorphic if they differ only in
the identity of the objects in the graphs [18, 66, 68]: isomorphic object graphs have the
same branching structure (same shape) and the same values for primitive fields.
As an illustration, consider a simple data structure in Listing 2.5, the Binary Tree whose
Java source code is adapted from [18]. It contains the Java type specification of Binary
Tree and Node as a Java class. It also includes the repOk() method, which is the Java
predicate used as the precondition method. Listing 2.6 presents its finitization.
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Listing 2.5: Binary Tree and its representation predicate repOK [18].
1 class BinaryTree {
2 private Node root; // root node
3 private int size; // number of nodes in the tree
4 static class Node {
5 private Node left; // left child
6 private Node right; // right child
7 }
8 public boolean repOk () {
9 if (root = = null) return size = = 0;
10 Set visited = new HashSet ();
11 visited.add(root);
12 LinkedList workList = new LinkedList ();
13 workList.add(root);
14 while (! workList.isEmpty ()) {
15 Node current = (Node)workList.removeFirst ();
16 if (current.left != null) {
17 // checks that tree has no cycle
18 if (! visited.add(current.left))
19 return false;
20 workList.add(current.left);
21 }
22 if (current.right != null) {
23 // checks that tree has no cycle
24 if (! visited.add(current.right))
25 return false;
26 workList.add(current.right);
27 }
28 }
29 if (visited.size() != size)
30 return false;
31 return true;
32 }
33 }
Listing 2.6: Finitization for Binary Tree [18].
1 public static Finitization finBinaryTree(int NUM_Node) {
2 Finitization f = new Finitization(BinaryTree.class);
3 ObjSet nodes = f.createObjects ("Node", NUM_Node);
4 // #Node = NUM_Node
5 nodes.add(null);
6 f.set("root", nodes); // root in null + Node
7 f.set("size", NUM_Node); // size = NUM_Node
8 f.set("Node.left", nodes); // Node.left in null + Node
9 f.set("Node.right", nodes); // Node.right in null+ Node
10 return f;
11 }
The predicate inputs have objects from various classes which form a class domain. These
classes contain the objects that the field may present. Listing 2.5 presents the given
predicate’s inputs and the method that creates Num−Node objects.
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To illustrate the use of Korat, consider an example of a binary tree with the invocation
of Korat (it invokes repOK). Korat allocates the objects by assigning one binary tree’s
input object to two fields i.e. root and size. There are three node objects, namely, N0,
N1, and N2 respectively. Each of them has a left and a right node as fields.
Each object of the class BinaryTree represents a tree. The size field contains the number
of nodes in the tree. Objects of the inner class Node represent nodes of the trees. The
method repOk first checks if the tree is empty. If not, repOk traverses all nodes reachable
from root, keeping track of the visited nodes with the aim of detecting cycles.
To generate trees that have a given number of nodes, Korat tool uses the finitization
shown in Listing 2.6. Each reference field in the tree is either null or points to one of the
Node objects, the parameter NUM Node presents the bound on number of nodes in the
tree [18].
The predicate inputs for Binary tree is composed of 8 fields, hence, the state space of
inputs is composed of all possible assignments to all fields and each of the fields contains
a value from its corresponding field domain [18]. Korat accomplishes a search over all
assignments determined by the finitization [18]. When considering the example presented
in Listing 2.5, all nonisomorphic trees generated by Korat are shown in Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: Trees generated for finBinaryTree(3) [18].
2.4 Probabilistic Symbolic Execution
Probabilistic symbolic execution [41] is a technique that combines symbolic execution and
model counting techniques for calculating path condition probabilities of a Java program.
Calculating the probability for a path condition, requires the counting of the number of
solutions for that path condition and the counting of the total number of values which
compose the input domain size. Thus, the probabilities will simply be calculated as the
number of solutions to a path condition divided by the total number of values of the
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input domain size. This works for counting the solutions when the inputs are uniformly
distributed within their domain [41].
The implementation of probabilistic symbolic execution was performed in two main steps
as illustrated in Figure 2.9. This illustration was developed based on the method outlined
in [41].
Figure 2.9: Probabilistic symbolic execution chain.
The first step starts with the input of the process that is a Java program which is sym-
bolically executed by SPF whose output is a set of path conditions. The second step
is the use of model counting for counting the solutions to a path condition yielding the
results for path conditions probabilities. To count the solutions for a path condition,
LattE [4] is used. This is commonly used in practice for computing volumes for both real
and integral of convex polytopes [41, 62], as well as integrating functions over those [63].
The former can be used to compute path probabilities when input variables are drawn
uniformly from their type’s domain, or if a probability mass function is available for in-
tegral variables. The latter is used when a probability density function is available for
real-valued variables [41].
In [41] optimizations based on path conditions slicing as well as count memoization are
employed to the above method to reduce the cost of calculating the probabilities to a path
condition. The path condition slicing enables one to reduce the the size of path condition
( i.e., obtain minimal path condition) to be checked for satisfiability. The algorithm 2
slices the PC, φ, with respect to the branch condition c this was performed with the aim
of reducing both the size of the constraint and the number of variables involved, which
leads to faster model counting. Slicing presents the opportunity of computing a small
formula and therefore memoization can reuse again these computations which come from
different parts of a symbolic execution tree [41]. It has been reported that when the
complete path condition is very large, then, one can first slice the path condition to only
obtain the part that is used to determine if the current condition is feasible [81]. However,
that this also means one can only calculate conditional probabilities that just state what
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the odds are of taking the current branch (without considering the previous branches).
The complete path probability is calculated by multiplying all conditional probabilities
along the path [81], this can be described by the algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 probSymbolicExecute(l, φ,m, p) [41].
while ¬branch(l) do
m← m〈v, e〉
l← next(l)
end while
c← m[cond(l)]
φ
′ ← slice(φ, c)
pc ← prob(φ′ ∧ c)/prob(φ′)
if SAT(φ′ ∧ c) then
probSymbolicExecute(target(l), φ ∧ c,m, p ∗ pc)
end if
if SAT(φ′ ∧ ¬c) then
probSymbolicExecute(next(l), φ ∧ ¬c,m, p ∗ (1− pc))
end if
2.4.1 Example
The piece of code presented in Listing 2.7, classifies the type triangle when it has three
side lengths.
Listing 2.7: Solution for Myers’s triangle problem [41].
1 int classify (int a, int b, int c) {
2 if (a <=0 || b <=0 || c <=0) return 4;
3 int type =0;
4 if (a==b) type +=1;
5 if (a==c) type +=2;
6 if (b==c) type +=3;
7 if ( type = =0) {
8 if (a+b <=c || b+c <=a || a+c<=b) type =4;
9 else type =1;
10 return type ;
11 }
12 if (type >3) type =3;
13 else if ( type ==1 && a+b>c) type =2;
14 else if ( type ==2 && a+c>b) type =2;
15 else if ( type ==3 && b+c>a) type =2;
16 else type =4;
17 return type ;
18 }
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Assume that a, b, c ∈ [−1000; 1000], and returns 1 if the triangle is scalene, 2 if it is
isosceles, 3 if it is equilateral, and 4 if it is not a triangle at all. Here, the arguments are
uniformly distributed across the given range [41]. The probabilistic symbolic execution
allows one to get a valuable insight about the behavior of the given code. For instance,
what is the probability that the inputs of the function form a scalene or isosceles triangles
?
Figure 2.10 presents the execution tree for the triangle problem. We first need to get a
set of inputs for the triangle. Therefore, there are 1000 triangles with three equal sides:
(1; 1; 1), (2; 2; 2),..., (1000; 1000; 1000).
The probability that the function returns a scalene triangle or the assignment in line 9
is executed, will be 6.2125× 10−2. The probability for getting a set of inputs that forms
isosceles and equilateral triangles will be 2.8045× 10−4 and 1.2481× 10−7 respectively, as
described in Table 2.1.
Figure 2.10: Probabilistic symbolic execution tree for the triangle problem.
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Classifications Probabilities
Scalene 6.2125× 10−2
Isosceles 2.8045× 10−4
Equilateral 1.2481× 10−7
Not triangle 9.3759× 10−1
Table 2.1: Classification and probabilities for the triangle problem [41].
2.5 Related Work
The work that is most closely related to this work is a technique recently presented by
Geldenhuys et al. [41]. Others have taken a formal approach on procedural probabilistic
reasoning [71] which we will not elaborate in this study. There are different number of
works on static analysis and test case generation related to ours which we are discussing
in this section.
2.5.1 Probabilistic Symbolic Execution
Geldenhuys et al. [41] proposed an approach that combines model counting and symbolic
execution for performing probabilistic symbolic execution which enables the estimation
of probabilities to program paths, and only supported the path conditions that could be
expressed in Linear Integer Arithmetic (LIA) constraints.
Symbolic execution typically uses an interesting property that a path is either feasible/
satisfiable or infeasible. However, The approach presented by Geldenhuys et al. [41] allows
one to know how the path conditions which appeared to be satisfied can be considered
with a certain probability i.e. add meaning to the values between 0 (infeasible) and 1 [41].
Doing probabilistic symbolic execution also required the inputs values to be uniformly
distributed with their type, i.e.,finite inputs domain. The model counting was used for
counting the number of solutions to path conditions. The calculation of probabilities to
path conditions include the counting of the number of these solutions and dividing them
by the total space of values of the input domain size (the product of all the input domain
size). The probabilistic symbolic execution (probsym), an extension to SPF allows one to
calculate the path condition probability [41]. The formality of this approach forces one
to think carefully about the effective model counting procedure and thus helps to count
the solutions to a path condition yielding the probability for covering a certain portion
of program.
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While LattE has been used as model counter with the aim of supporting LIA. However,
our work goes further to handle data structures and use Korat as a model counter for
estimating the heap path conditions generated with lazy initialization algorithm.
The work of Geldenhuys et al. was also an efficient approach to present how effectively
random testing works for a particular program. The aim was to present an extension of
the used Symbolic PathFinder and to handle issues related to testing such as probability
of obtaining coverage and discovering errors in programs but did not consider reliability
as described in Section 2.5.2. Our approach builds on this work by also considering the
generation of choices performed by lazy initialization and the counting of them.
In the approach presented, the probabilities were used to show how errors can be found by
using the notion of the least likely paths through the code, how the chances of obtaining
coverage can sometimes decrease and sometimes increase when input ranges are varied
and lastly, how one can use the probabilities for fault localization [41].
2.5.2 Reliability Analysis in Symbolic PathFinder
In [39], the authors presented a technique to calculate the reliability of the software for
supporting the analysis of structured data types, sequential and parallel programs. The
reliability refers to the probability of the software to perform its assigned task requested
by the user without having any failure [39]. The implemented analysis supports linear
integer arithmetic operations, structured data types and concurrency. It was focused on
extending SPF; this was performed such that the symbolic path finder extension cannot
only detect errors (as it is currently) but also present the probability of encountering an
error (or alternatively will give the probability that the program operates correctly). Their
work was similar to this study. On one hand, it is limited to uniform distributions over
finite data domains, LattE was used as model counting tool and the Korat algorithm
was used as a model counting tool for structures. Also the effect of non-deterministic
schedulers on multi-threaded programs was considered. On the other hand, this work
goes beyond ours to use the concept of "confidence" as well as usage profile to estimate
the probability of the paths conditions. To perform reliability analysis, two independent
major tasks were accomplished :
1. Use SPF to generate path conditions and classify them in three categories. Those
are: success, failure and grey conditions respectively.
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2. Perform probabilistic analysis, that is performed through the use of a model count-
ing tool. In this case, LattE and Korat tools were chosen to be used as model
counters.
The above sets of path conditions indicated, form a complete portion of the entire do-
main [56]. Note that the input domains were considered to be finite and countable and
also the success condition refers to the path condition that allow the execution of a pro-
gram without occurrence of any error detected by SPF. The failure condition refers to
the path conditions where there is occurrence of errors in the execution of a program.
These errors can be run-time errors or deadlocks. The grey condition refers to the path
condition for which the execution of a program is interrupted before its termination or
detection of an error. The probability distribution were calculated based on the satisfia-
bility of any of the successful path conditions. It has been reported that this technique
can be applied to any symbolic execution approach e.g., KLEE [20], where the access to
path conditions and thread schedules are possible [39]. The integration of usage profiles
proposed by Filieri et al. to our method can allow us to move towards an approach that
supports structures along with input probability distributions. Figure 2.11 shows the
methodology used for the software reliability analysis in Symbolic PathFinder. Note that
Rel refers to reliability.
Figure 2.11: Reliability analysis methodology [39].
2.5.3 Program Analysis: From Qualitative Analysis to
Quantitative Analysis
Liu et al. [61] proposed an approach that combines symbolic execution with volume com-
putation for computing the exact execution frequency of program paths and branches.
The volume computation was used to obtain the size of the solution space for the con-
straints. This technique points out the paths in a program that are executed more often
than others. The proposed approach works well when the program paths that can be
executed symbolically could lead to knowing how much input data that would drive the
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program to be executed along a given path. Some of the quantitative program analy-
sis methods based on volume computation and model counting are hot path detection,
branch prediction and test case selection. With their approach, the path condition slicing
and memoization were not developed, although mentioned. Wei et al. [95] also intro-
duced a local search based on a method that uses Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling
to compute an approximation of the true model count from a given formula. The approx-
count [44] model counter exploits the fact that if one can sample uniformly from the set of
solutions of a formula F, then one can estimate the number of solutions. Unfortunately,
there was no guarantee on the uniformity of the samples from the samplesat [44] model
counter.
2.5.4 The Road not taken: Estimating Path Execution
Frequency Statically
Work done by Buse [19] proposed a method for estimating path execution frequency based
on giving a statistical model which was based on syntactic features of the program’s source
code which has similar approach to this study. With semantic information in the program
path the hot path was able to be identified, by combining symbolic execution with efficient
constraints solving techniques. Volume computation was applied for accurate analysis,
finding errors and generating test data. Besides this, the counting version of satisfiability
modulo theories were presented [65] based on computing the volume of solution space
on a set of boolean combinations of linear constraints and presenting how often a given
program path is executed. De Loera et al. [65] generalizes model counting and volume
computation problems for convex polytopes which have potential applications related to
program analysis and verification [19].
2.5.5 Volume Computation for Boolean Combination of Linear
Arithmetic Constraints
Ma et al. [65] generalized the problem of model counting and volume computation for
convex polytopes in studying the counting version of satisfiability modulo theories, that
is, how to compute the volume computation of solution space given a set of boolean
combination of linear constraints. The difference between the method proposed by Buse
in [19] is that the authors have used semantic information in the program paths which
can calculate the exact probability of executing a path. The polytopes are referred to the
bound intersection of finitely many halfspaces/inequalities and are normally described
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using the H-representation. The halfspace (H) representation is concisely encoded as the
matrix inequality: x | AX ≤ b (where A is a matrix of dimension m × d and b a vector
of dimension m) [65]. H-representation is a natural representation for the conjunctive
fragment of LIA except that it is not possible to directly express disequality constraints,
e.g., x 6= 0 [41]. They described a method of analysing programs by checking the pro-
gram’s properties and processing individual paths in the flow graph of the programs.
Their approach was based on computing the path condition for a program with a boolean
formula. Here a model was considered as an assignment of truth values to all the boolean
variables that led it to be evaluated as true, decide whether it is satisfiable or not, and
compute the volume for the given formula. This has potential applications to program
analysis and verification. The tool implemented allows for the computation of how often
a given program path is executed but the focus was only on one application of volume
computation technique.
2.5.6 Counting the Solutions of Presburger Equations without
Enumerating them
Boigelot and Latour [17], addressed the problem of counting the number of distinct el-
ements in a set of numbers or of vectors. They proposed an algorithm that enabled to
produce an exact count without enumerating explicitly the vectors. The counting tech-
nique was based on constructing a number of decision diagrams that is considered as
a finite state machine recognizing the encoding of integer vectors belonging to the set
represented by Presburger arithmetic. The presburger arithmetic was used as a power-
ful formalism for solving the integer variables. Their approach handles the problematic
projection operation and the result of construction procedure has been implemented and
applied to problems involving a large number of variables. The problem of counting
the number of solutions of a Presburger equation has been solved by Pugh [82] using
a formula-based approach. More precisely, that solution proceeds by decomposing the
original formula into a union of disjoint convex sums, each of them being a conjunction of
linear inequalities. All variables, except one, are projected out successively by splintering
the sums in such a way that the eliminated variables have one single and one upper bound.
This eventually yields a finite union of simple formulas, on which the counting can be
carried out by simple rules. Model counting is also extremely important in non-Boolean
domains, including integer linear programming [13] and linear integer arithmetic, more
details can be found in [17, 82].
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2.5.7 Counting Models in Integer Domains
Morgado et al. [70] described the problem of counting models in Integer Linear Pro-
gramming (ILP) using boolean satisfiability techniques. In their work, the proposed
approaches were first based on encoding instance of Integer Linear Programming into
Pseudo-Boolean (PB) instances, and alternatively based on encoding instances of ILP
into instance of Satisfiability (SAT). This is mapping the Integer Linear Programming
instances into Pseudo-Boolean constraints and then encoding the pseudo-boolean con-
straints into Satisfiability.
With the first approach, the lower and upper bounds on the possible values of integer
variables were determined because the ILP instances define a convex polytopes, and
every integer variable is guaranteed to have a lower and upper bound for performing
model counting in pseudo-boolean formulation. With this method, all possible variable
assignments were enumerated by using a backtrack search PB solver.
The second approach was proposed and based on encoding all pseudo boolean constraints
into propositional clauses and use a SAT solver directly. This was done with the objective
of taking an advantage of the powerful techniques of SAT solvers in dealing with the
propositional clauses since they enable one to know the counting safety such that this
can be used for model counting. Counting safety appears with the number of models in
the PB formulation and in the case where the encoded SAT formulation are the same.
As result, some Pseudo-Boolean (PB) to SAT encoding may overestimate the number
of models, whereas others are shown to yield the correct number of models. Thus, the
counting models in integer domains can be achieved by encoding ILP constraints into
SAT directly using SAT solvers. Therefore, the PB counter is competitive with the SAT
solvers.
2.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we have provided information related to the symbolic execution for both
integers and programs with heap objects. We also presented a general background of
the Java PathFinder, an extensible framework for verifying Java bytecode. Symbolic
PathFinder is a tool that uses symbolic execution, constraints solving as well as model
checking to handle inputs of both reference and primitive types. Besides this, it per-
forms the analysis of Java programs with unspecified inputs, up to a chosen search depth
bounding (i.e., limiting the number of execution steps) [81]. The descriptions of model
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counting for integers and structures are presented with the aim of establishing a standard
approach for extending probabilistic symbolic execution.
The concepts of probabilistic symbolic execution which utilize model counting and sym-
bolic execution techniques to calculate the execution of a program were presented with
an example that illustrated them.
The chapter ended with a discussion on several related works, and comparison of the
methods used in these works. In the next chapter, the methods used to extend the
probabilistic symbolic execution (Section 2.4) are presented.
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Chapter 3
Approach
Probabilistic symbolic execution (PSE) as described in Section 2.4 allows one to calculate
path probabilities for programs manipulating integers. We shall here extend it to handle
data structures, i.e. reference types. Note we make the same simplifying assumption as
in Section 2.4 and in Geldenhuys et al. [41], namely, that inputs are uniformly distributed
in the input domain, even though Filieri et al. [39] (summarized in Section 2.5.2) showed
how this restriction can be relaxed.
There are two general approaches we consider to handle program manipulating complex
data structures. Firstly, we assume data structures are in fact concrete and the only
symbolic data is the data entered into the structures. This is essentially just the classic
PSE described in Section 2.4. Secondly, we however consider that the actual input for
the symbolic analysis also contains a symbolic structure. The contribution of this work
lies in this second general approach.
When the structure is symbolic, we consider two approaches to calculating path prob-
abilities for structures. The first approach simply makes all lazy initialization choices
(see Figure 2.3) have the same probability throughout the execution. This approach is
an approximation and is described in Section 3.3.1. The second approach we consider is
precise and involves using Korat to precisely count the number of solutions to a struc-
tural constraint (“Heap Path Condition" in the terminology from Section 2.1.2) and a
data constraint (Path Condition). This approach is described in Section 3.3.2. Figure 3.1
gives a graphical view of the approach.
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Figure 3.1: Extended probabilistic symbolic execution chain.
3.1 Symbolic Execution Drivers
Lets us first consider how the symbolic execution within Symbolic PathFinder (SPF) will
be handled by looking at the drivers for the two general approaches mentioned above
(symbolic values as input versus symbolic structures as input). Although we mention a
generic container here as the data structure under analysis, we actually only focus on a
Binary Search Tree in this work.
1 void runTest (int [] options , int limit) {
2 Container c = new container ();
3 int round = 0;
4 while (round < limit) {
5 if (options[round] == 0)
6 c.add(options[limit + round]);
7 else if (options[round] == 1)
8 c.find(options[limit + round ]);
9 else
10 c.delete(options[limit + round ]);
11 round ++;
12 }
13 }
14
15 void runTestDriver (int length) {
16 int [] values = new int [length *2];
17 int i=0;
18 while (i < 2* length) {
19 if (i < length)
20 values[i] = Debug.makeSymbolicInteger ("c" + i); //0,1,2
21 else
22 values[i] = Debug.makeSymbolicInteger ("v" + i); //0..9
23 i++;
24 }
25 runTest(values ,length);
26 }
Listing 3.1: Test driver used to run the code with symbolic values [41].
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Figure 3.1 shows the code for the case where we analyze the system with symbolic values
as input and where the actual container is kept concrete. The approach involves creating
a number of symbolic variables dependent on the length of the sequence of actions you
want to analyze. For instance, in the next chapter, the length of sequence of actions used
to analyse the container is 4. The call to Debug.makeSymbolicInteger is intercepted by
SPF to allow a symbolic variable of integer type to be created. The actions we consider
here are add, delete and find. This driver will symbolically analyze all sequences of these
actions (with symbolic inputs) up to the value of length. Internally all configurations of
the containers will be created.
In Figure 3.2 we see the driver when we consider both the structure and the input value
to be symbolic.
1 public static void runTestDriver(int size) {
2 Container b = new Container ();
3 b = (Container)Debug.makeSymbolicRef ("root",b);
4 if (b != null) {
5 b.add(Debug.makeSymbolicInteger ("x"), size);
6 //b.find(Debug.makeSymbolicInteger ("x"), size);
7 //b.delete(Debug.makeSymbolicInteger ("x"), size);
8 }
9 }
Listing 3.2: Test driver used to run the code with a symbolic structure.
The symbolic structure that we consider here is the container itself and it is made sym-
bolic with the Debug.makeSymbolicRef call (also intercepted by SPF). Since the symbolic
structure will be initialized to null or a new concrete structure according to the lazy ini-
tialization rules, one must explicitly state that the call to the action must only happen
when reference is not null, otherwise a null pointer exception will be thrown. Note also
that since the structure is symbolic one is not required to call it multiple times, once is
enough to capture all configurations of the structure up to a certain size. The size is given
as a parameter to the calls, to ensure that only structures up to that size is considered.
Lastly, we need to analyze the three actions one at a time, hence the lines commented
out.
3.2 Classic Probabilistic Symbolic Execution
Here we use the classic PSE approach and assume that the structures we are analyzing
are concrete, only the data is symbolic. Therefore we use the driver in Figure 3.1. The
assumption is here that we drive the system in the way that it will be used in the real
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world and, therefore, we get what one might term precise probabilities for each path’s
execution. The drawback of this approach is that we need a sequence of actions and thus
it is not a modular solution.
3.3 Extended Probabilistic Symbolic Execution
Extended probabilistic symbolic execution is the contribution of the thesis. This technique
considers the case where the input structure is taken to be symbolic, and not just the input
data. Therefore, now we use the driver in Figure 3.2. We consider 2 approaches, first an
approximate approach where we assign conditional probabilities across the execution and
then perform a precise analysis where we calculate the probabilities using the Korat tool.
3.3.1 Fixed Choices
We consider the choices being made during the lazy initialization process and specify
a formula for calculating the conditional probabilities in each case. Remember from
Figure 2.3 that there are essentially 3 choices to make whenever a symbolic reference field
is being accessed during lazy initialization.
New object : where a new object of the desired type is created with symbolic fields
Null: where the reference is assigned the null value
Alias options: where the reference is nondeterministically assigned each object of the
desired type that has previously been generated during the analysis.
In SPF these choices are captured within a HeapChoiceGenerator and it will know pre-
cisely how many options exists, since the number of possible alias options are tracked.
There will be a minimum of two options (null and new) if it is the first time the Heap-
ChoiceGenerator is exercised. If the first visit resulted in a new object being created then
any subsequent use of the HeapChoiceGenerator will have at least 3 options: null, new
and a number of alias options. We, therefore, assign probabilities to these options by
only assigning a probability for null (called nullP ) and new (called newP ) and deriving
the probabilities for the choices as follows:
Initial 2-option case: Assign the probability for taking the null option as nullP and
the case for the new object as 1− nullP .
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3+ option case: Assign the probability for taking the null option as nullP , the new
option as newP and the alias options are uniformly distributed as 1−nullP−newP
total−2 . Note
that total is the number of choices in total for the HeapChoiceGenerator (for example if
there are 3 alias possibilities then total = 5).
By assigning the probabilities in this way, whenever a lazy initialization is performed
the precise conditional probability can be calculated. This is a very simple approach
to introduce probabilities in the context of symbolic structures, but of course it is not
very precise. For example, it should be clear that having a reference as null is context
dependent and is unlikely to always have the same probability. In the case of a linked
list, it is more likely that a reference close to the end of a list will be null, than one at
the first node. Next, we consider a more precise approach.
3.3.1.1 Example
Listing 3.3 shows a fragment of code to illustrate the idea behind the probabilistic sym-
bolic execution for a program with structures as inputs. Figure 3.2 presents its execution
probabilities tree where we assigned the probabilities to different nondeterministic choices
(null, new, alias) generated during the lazy initialization process. The (null, new, alias)
distributions used are (10, 80, 10) (i.e. 10% null, 80% new and the rest, also 10%, as alias
options). Furthermore we only consider two data values (0, 1) for the integer elem field.
1 class Node {
2 int elem;
3 Node next;
4
5 Node swapNode () {
6 if(next!=null) {
7 if(elem > next.elem) {
8 Node t = next;
9 next = t.next;
10 t.next = this;
11 return t;
12 }
13 }
14 return this;
15 }
16
17 public static void main (String [] args) {
18 Node n = new Node();
19 n = (Node) Debug.makeSymbolicRef (" input_n", n);
20 if (n != null)
21 n = n.swapNode ();
22 } }
Listing 3.3: Source code for swapping a node.
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Figure 3.2: Probabilistic symbolic execution tree for the code in Listing 3.3.
Figure 3.2 shows the conditional (on the branches) and path (end of each path) prob-
abilities of the structural and data choices for the symbolic execution of the code in
Listing 3.3. Note that we create a symbolic Node with the Debug.makeSymbolicRef call
and then call the swapNode method on this symbolic instance. The top choice in the
tree comes from the check on line 20 to see if the instance is null. Since there are only
2 choices here we assign the non-null option 1 − 0.1, expressed as 90/100 in Figure 3.2.
The next point where there is lazy initialization is when the next field is first accessed
on line 6 in swapNode; this is shown in the 3-way split in the middle of the tree. There
are now 3 choices since an alias option is also possible (and shown on the right-hand
branch). The probabilities now directly follow the initial null, new and alias values of
10%, 80% and 10% respectively. For the left-most branch where the next field is null,
the code terminates. For the other two branches, the data constraint from line 7 must
now be evaluated. Lets first consider the alias case (right-most branch): clearly n.elem
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> n.next.elem is infeasible when n == n.next. For the middle branch, where n.next is
a new symbolic object, there are 4 options induced by the data constraint at line 7, but
only one of them (where n.elem = 1 and n.next.elem = 0 ) leads to line 8. Hence the
probability to reach line 8 (Listing 3.3) in the code, when we have only 2 data values is
0.18.
3.3.2 Model Counting with Korat
In Section 2.3.2 the Korat tool was introduced for counting structures. It requires two
inputs: bounds on the size of the structure (called the finitization) and a predicate de-
scribing legal structures (called the representation invariant, or repOk for short). Taking
these two inputs Korat will enumerate all legal structures within the bounds. We are
interested only in how many legal structures there are.
We assume that the size of structures we are interested in is fixed for the duration of
the analysis, hence we encode this once off in the finitization. For example, Listing 2.6
shows the finitization for a Binary Tree where the number of nodes allowed are fixed to
be NUM_Node.
Listing 2.6 also shows a repOk() function for a Binary Tree. Recall that for integers we
needed to know exactly how many values there are in the compete domain of all variables
involved in the path condition to calculate the probability of the path condition being
satisfied. Here it works similarly, we need to know how many structures are possible if
there are no constraints. This can be calculated by replacing the actual repOk() by one
that simply returns true whenever it is called. In essence this only uses the finitization
bounds to calculate the number of structures.
When calculating the probability of a path condition during the execution of SPF, we
must now consider both the path condition (that encodes constraints on the integer
variables) and the heap path condition (that encodes constraints on the structures). The
former we refer to simply as PC and the latter as HeapPC. Note that the PC can encode
constraints on the integer variables stored within the structures. This dependency is
unfortunate, since without it, one could calculate the probabilities of the PC and HeapPC
separately and simply multiply them. Here, however, we can now have a PC that refers
to constraints that are trivially false for certain structures. An example would be where
aliasing is allowed and a constraint states node.value > node.next.value; any structure
where node.next = node would not be valid due to the constraint being false (more
importantly for us the solution count would be zero). This means we now need a single
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procedure to count solutions, and, since we have structures to count we need an approach
such as Korat to do it.
Naturally, if we have integer constraints that are independent with respect to the symbolic
structures, then we can still use the more efficient LattE-based counting, i.e. only con-
straints that are dependent on the structure need to be counted by Korat, but when that
happens Korat must also enumerate the integer domains within the structures. Unlike
LattE, Korat’s runtime complexity is dependent on the size of the integer domains [18].
We transform the typical repOk used by Korat to incorporate the PC and HeapPC as seen
in Listing 3.4. PC’ here refers to the part of the path condition that is dependent (in-
cluding transitively) on the structures and repOKOriginal() encodes the actual structural
constraints (for example those in the repOK from Listing 2.6 for a Binary Tree).
1 public boolean repOK () {
2 return HeapPC && PC’ && repOKOriginal ();
3 }
Listing 3.4: Predicate method (repOK) for counting.
In a slight abuse of notation (by giving repOk an input constraint) we can now calculate
the probability of a PC and HeapPC is calculated in the equation below. Korat refers to
calling the tool with a repOK that either calculates the complete domain size (i.e. the
true case) or the case described in Listing 3.4, similarly, LattE refers to calling the tool
with PC ′′ that refers to the part of PC that doesn’t contain any transitive dependencies
on anything in the structure encoded by HeapPC (PC = PC ′ ∧ PC ′′). Domain refers to
the product of the sizes of the domains of the variables in PC ′′.
probabilityKorat(PC ∧HeapPC) = Korat(repOK(HeapPC ∧ PC
′))
Korat(repOK(true))
× LattE(PC
′′)
Domain
(3.3.1)
3.3.2.1 Example
Consider the source code for swapping a node shown in Listing 3.3, we now present an
example that illustrates the use of Korat to calculate the conditional and path probabili-
ties. Korat requires a finite domain, hence we again assume data values are either 0 or 1
and here we need to add one additional constraint on the size of the linked list which we
assume will have only 2 nodes. These constraints are passed to Korat as its finitization
function. Listing 3.5 shows an example of a repOk used during the analysis and this one
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specifically enumerates the structures to reach line 8 3.3 in the code. The total number
of valid structures for the linked list under the given finitization is 17 (i.e. when repOk
is simply true).
1 public boolean repOK () {
2 return n!=null && n.next!= null && n.next!=n && n.elem >n.next.elem
3 }
Listing 3.5: Predicate method (repOK) to reach line 8 in Listing 3.3.
Figure 3.3 shows the probabilistic symbolic execution tree for the code shown in List-
ing 3.3. The probabilities are calculated using the Korat tool. This figure is the counter-
part of Figure 3.2 that was created based on fixed probabilities for each lazy initialization
choice. Note that all the probabilities shown are path probabilities and since there are
17 total structures we express each probability as how many of the 17 structures lead
to that choice. Korat counts both the data and structural constraints together, but for
illustration purposes, we split them giving the structures first and then a data choice if
it exists, but only one probability incorporating both results. Lastly, to illustrate how
Korat works on this example we also show the actual structures that Korat counts for
each case.
Figure 3.3: Probabilistic symbolic execution tree for the code in Listing 3.3 using Korat.
As before, the top split in the tree represents the null check outside of swapNode and 16
out of the 17 structures pass the point and the interesting options occur from the lazy
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initialization of the next field. On the left we see the case where the field is null and since
elem field can be either 0 or 1 for this structure, Korat returns 2 structures and the path
probability for this case is 2/17. Recall that in the fixed choices case this probability was
1/10. The right-most branch is again the alias case and as with the null case there are
two data value options and thus again it has a 2/17 probability. The middle case is the
interesting one and the repOk passed to Korat in the case where n.elem > n.next.elem
is assumed true is shown in Listing 3.5. The result in this case is 3, since there is only
one data assignment that satisfies each structure (where n.elem = 1 and n.next.elem =
0 ). However on the other branch there are 3 solutions for each structure and thus 9 valid
structures returned by Korat.
Notice how closely the results from Figure 3.2 where we used the fixed choices of (10, 80, 10)
matches1 the results from Figure 3.3 which came from the precise analysis based on Korat.
As results in the next chapter will also show, it is often the case that low probabilities
for null and alias options compared to the new option matches real-world behavior.
3.4 Implementation
The approach where we use fixed probabilities (Section 3.3.1) is implemented in the open-
source repository on Google Code at probsym.googlecode.com. It is a simple extension
of the classic approach (Section 3.2).
The implementation is based on a Listener that is triggered whenever a path probability
is to be calculated. It exploits the fact that the probabilities of each choice generator is
independent (in this case, but not in the Korat approach) and thus we can independently
calculate the probability for each ChoiceGenerator and simply multiply them. It also uses
the fact that in JPF ChoiceGenerators are chained together so it is simple to traverse all
of them up to the point in the path where we want to calculate the path probability. A
code skeleton is shown in Listing 3.6. Although not shown, there is caching within the
calcProbabilityLattE call to ensure it is optimal.
12/17 is approximately 11.7% and 3/17 is approximately 17.6%
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1 private Apfloat extendedProbCalc(ChoiceGenerator <?> cg) {
2 Apfloat pr = new Apfloat (1.0, PRECISION);
3 Apfloat p;
4 while (cg != null) {
5 if (cg instanceof PCChoiceGenerator) {
6 PathCondition pc = (( PCChoiceGenerator) cg).getCurrentPC ();
7 p = calcProbabilityLattE(pc);
8 }
9 else if (cg instanceof HeapChoiceGenerator) {
10 HeapChoiceGenerator hcg = (HeapChoiceGenerator)cg;
11 int choices = hcg.getTotalNumberOfChoices ();
12 int currentChoice = hcg.getNextChoice ();
13 if (choices == 2) { // only null and new , then use newProb=1-nullProb
14 if (currentChoice == 0) { //null
15 p = nullProb;
16 } else { // currentChoice == 1, i.e. new
17 p = Apfloat.ONE.subtract(nullProb);
18 }
19 } else if (choices > 2) {
20 if (currentChoice == 0) { // null
21 p = nullProb;
22 } else if (currentChoice == 1){ //new
23 p = newProb;
24 } else { // 2 or more , alias
25 Apfloat aliasProb = Apfloat.ONE.subtract(nullProb).subtract(
newProb);
26 p = aliasProb.divide(new Apfloat(choices - 2,PRECISION));
27 }
28
29 } else {
30 p = Apfloat.ONE.divide(new Apfloat(choices , PRECISION));
31 }
32 }
33 else { // all other forms of choices are just uniform
34 int choices = cg.getTotalNumberOfChoices ();
35 p = Apfloat.ONE.divide(new Apfloat(choices , PRECISION));
36 }
37 pr = pr.multiply(p);
38 cg = cg.getPreviousChoiceGenerator ();
39 }
40 return pr;
41 }
Listing 3.6: Code Skeleton for Fixed Choices.
An implementation of the Korat approach to counting (Section 3.3.2) is complicated by
the fact that the choices are now no longer independent. Now, one first needs to extract
the complete PC and HeapPC from the current state and then make the calcProbability-
LattE call. One also needs to generate the code that needs to go into the repOK method
by analyzing the PC and HeapPC, then compile the code and use as input to Korat. This
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is currently not completely implemented and for the results in the next chapter, this step
is performed by hand.
3.5 Concluding Remarks
We believe an approach that enumerates all valid structures, is one key way to accurately
calculate probabilities for symbolic structures. The approach where we fix the conditional
probabilities can be seen as a fast approximation of the probability. Korat, which has
a long history in software engineering and testing literature, achieves our stated goal
of counting structures without having to change the tool in any way. The drawback of
using Korat, however, is that it doesn’t handle integer domains very efficiently, since
it enumerates them. The ideal approach would be to combine a Korat-like approach
that enumerates structures with a more efficient approach to calculating solutions to the
integer portions of the constraints (such as LattE for example). One approach to create
such a combination is to enumerate each structure and then to use LattE to count the
valid integer solutions for each structure. However using Korat in this fashion is not easy
and one should rather build a new tool to do this. We intend to use the approach to doing
bounded lazy initialization [42] within SPF to build a new tool to enumerate structures
efficiently. This will require a call to SPF from within the probabilistic symbolic execution
listener which in turn is listening to SPF itself.
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussions
In this chapter we present the results obtained from conducting experiments using the
3 techniques described in the previous chapter. We use an implementation of a Binary
Search Tree adapted from [91] (see Appendix A).
We used a specific application of probabilistic symbolic execution, also used in [41], that
calculates the probability of reaching specific points in the code. More specifically it
collects a set of all the paths that reach the location of interest and then calculates the
sum of these probabilities, as well as the maximum probability and minimum probability
from the set. These calculations are conducted within a Listener for SPF, which itself
forms part of an extension called JPF-Probsym. We focus on the add, delete and find
methods in the container.
We used results from classic probabilistic symbolic execution (referred to as symbolic
values) as our baseline in all the results. Although this is not directly comparable, since
it measures probabilities during actual use of the container, rather than the modular
approach we focus on in this thesis where input structures are also symbolic. The results
show that the trends one observes when using symbolic values mostly aligns with the
symbolic structures approach.
We run each test with varying sizes for the data domains for the variables to add to
the container. For the symbolic values we look at a sequence length of 4 actions, and
for the symbolic structures we consider only 3 nodes. Although this might seem like a
discrepancy, it is actually the case that 4 actions match 3 nodes quite well. For example
when we analyze a delete operation with 3 nodes in the symbolic structure case, one
would actually require the 4 actions add;add;add;delete to observe similar behavior in the
symbolic value case.
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All experiments were carried out on a machine with the following hardware and software
configurations:
• Core 2 Duo configuration: Intel Core 2 Dual CPU, 3.06 GHz and 2.9 GB of RAM.
It runs the Ubuntu 11.10 operating system, 32-bit running on Linux 3.0.0.
• JPF model checker version 6.0 with open Java Development Kit Version 1.7.0.
• SPF and JPF-Probsym.
4.1 Fixed Probabilities
In the previous chapter we saw that picking fixed probabilities can be relatively accurate,
but that was for a very simple example. Here we consider a more realistic scenario
and we run the analysis with varying probabilities for (null,new,alias). We report in
Table 4.1 the results when comparing fixed probabilities against the baseline of using
classic probabilistic symbolic execution for sequences of 4 actions and data values in the
range [0..9]. Instead of showing all combinations of fixed probabilities we only show
the ones with the “closest" match to the classic case (per method). We calculate the
best match by looking at the average distance from the expected value (classic) for each
combination of fixed probabilities per method. Note that we use the sum of the path
probabilities to reach each location; using either the minimum or maximum probability
does not work here since they are equal to the expected value in almost all cases.
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Method Location Symbolic Values Fixed Probabilities
Paths Probability Paths Probability (Null,New,Alias)
Add
1 65 4.4549× 10−1 7 2.0026× 10−1
2 81 5.5893× 10−1 33 2.7403× 10−1
3 65 4.4549× 10−1 7 2.0026× 10−1 (10,89,1)
4 81 5.5893× 10−1 33 2.7403× 10−1
Find
5 81 1.4024× 10−1 7 5.9809× 10−2
6 81 5.5893× 10−1 13 3.4654× 10−1 (10,70,20)
7 81 5.5893× 10−1 13 3.4654× 10−1
Delete
8 117 5.5893× 10−1 13 2.6747× 10−1
9 117 5.5893× 10−1 13 2.6747× 10−1
10 130 8.9099× 10−1 14 4.0551× 10−1
11 23 7.0499× 10−2 1 4.0500× 10−2 (5,90,5)
12 14 1.7062× 10−2 11 7.1074× 10−7
13 14 1.7062× 10−2 11 7.1074× 10−7
14 12 1.5562× 10−2 7 1.2437× 10−2
15 1 7.4999× 10−4 60 2.0321× 10−4
16 1 7.4999× 10−4 54 9.6159× 10−5
17 12 1.5562× 10−2 7 1.4625× 10−2
18 1 7.4999× 10−4 54 9.6396× 10−5
19 1 7.4999× 10−4 60 2.0344× 10−4
Table 4.1: Probability of covering locations in Binary Tree [0..9]
A discussion of results in Table 4.1 follows.
The first column specifies the methods we are using and the second column refers to
the locations being reached. The third column (Symbolic Values) shows the number
of paths explored for each of the locations being reached as well as the probability for
that happening using the classic probabilistic symbolic execution. These probabilities
are considered the baseline and represents the typical use-case for the container. The
fourth column (Fixed Probabilities) shows the number of paths explored to reach the
locations and the probability for that happening using fixed probabilities for every lazy
initialization option. Lastly, it also contains the parameters that we fixed for (null, new
alias) choices presented in coordinate form, (x, y, z). These parameters contain the values
of which the results obtained (using symbolic structures) are closest to our target results
(those obtained using symbolic values).
The classic approach in the symbolic values column is quite fast when only sequences of
4 actions are considered (less than 10 mins). For the fixed probabilities one analyzes each
method individually, which of course scales much better (each method by itself took less
than 2 mins). For the remainder of the results in this chapter we don’t report running
time, since the techniques for Korat are not fully automated.
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The first observation to make is that as with the example in the previous chapter, the best
matching results are obtained with null probability low (10% or less), new probability high
and alias probability again quite low. One can also see that although the probability for
reaching locations are different they match on which locations have the same probability.
The exceptions to this are noteworthy, since one will intuitively expect them to always
be the same, in fact in the results in the rest of this chapter where we consider minimum
and maximum probabilities for locations, they are the same. This indicates the drawback
of using these fixed probabilities: they can be inaccurate! This is largely due to the fact
that some structures were not realized. For example one would expect location 15 and
16, as well as 18 and 19 to be the same but they are not (in the rest of the chapter these
are the same).
Note how there is no known connection between the number of paths that reach a location
and the probability for reaching a location. This is an interesting feature of probabilistic
symbolic execution in general and it shows how much we can learn in terms of program
understanding from these techniques. We know that the fixed probabilities is just an
approximation of the real probabilities, so we refrain from making any other observations
on them and rather study next the precise probabilities calculated with Korat.
4.2 Korat Approach
In this section, we present the maximum and minimum probabilities for reaching the
locations in the binary tree example with the use of the Korat approach (symbolic struc-
tures) and compare it to the classic approach (symbolic values). For the symbolic values
we used a sequence length of 4 actions and we bound the structures for Korat to 3 nodes.
We vary the range of data values between [0..9], [0..14], [0..49] and [0..99]. We didn’t
consider any aliasing in the structures (encoded in repOkOriginal in Listing 3.4). The
maximum probabilities for reaching locations are presented in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
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Method Location Paths 0...9 0...14 0...49 0...99
Add
1 65 1.1250× 10−1 1.1666× 10−1 1.2250× 10−1 1.2375× 10−1
2 81 1.1250× 10−1 1.1666× 10−1 1.2250× 10−1 1.2375× 10−1
3 65 1.1250× 10−1 1.1666× 10−1 1.2250× 10−1 1.2375× 10−1
4 81 1.1250× 10−1 1.1666× 10−1 1.2250× 10−1 1.2375× 10−1
Find
5 81 2.5000× 10−2 1.6666× 10−2 5.0000× 10−3 2.5000× 10−3
6 81 1.1250× 10−1 1.1666× 10−1 1.2250× 10−1 1.2375× 10−1
7 81 1.1250× 10−1 1.1666× 10−1 1.2250× 10−1 1.2375× 10−1
Delete
8 117 1.1250× 10−1 1.1666× 10−1 1.2250× 10−1 1.2375× 10−1
9 117 1.1250× 10−1 1.1666× 10−1 1.2250× 10−1 1.2375× 10−1
10 130 1.1250× 10−1 1.1666× 10−1 1.2250× 10−1 1.2375× 10−1
11 23 2.5000× 10−2 1.6666× 10−2 5.0000× 10−3 2.5000× 10−3
12 14 5.6249× 10−3 3.8888× 10−3 1.2249× 10−3 6.1875× 10−4
13 14 5.6249× 10−3 3.8888× 10−3 1.2249× 10−3 6.1875× 10−4
14 12 5.6249× 10−3 3.8888× 10−3 1.2250× 10−3 6.1875× 10−4
15 1 7.4999× 10−4 5.6172× 10−4 1.9599× 10−4 1.0106× 10−4
16 1 7.4999× 10−4 5.6172× 10−4 1.9599× 10−4 1.0106× 10−4
17 12 5.6249× 10−3 3.8888× 10−3 1.2250× 10−3 6.1875× 10−4
18 1 7.4999× 10−4 5.6172× 10−4 1.9599× 10−4 1.0106× 10−4
19 1 7.4999× 10−4 5.6172× 10−4 1.9599× 10−4 1.0106× 10−4
Table 4.2: Symbolic Values: Maximum probabilities for locations in Binary Tree
Method Location Paths 0...9 0...14 0...49 0...99
Add
1 7 6.1927× 10−2 6.4163× 10−2 6.7289× 10−2 6.7958× 10−2
2 10 3.2614× 10−1 3.3834× 10−1 3.5542× 10−1 3.5908× 10−1
3 7 6.1927× 10−2 6.4163× 10−2 6.7289× 10−2 6.7958× 10−2
4 10 3.2614× 10−1 3.3834× 10−1 3.5542× 10−1 3.5908× 10−1
Find
5 7 9.9999× 10−2 6.6666× 10−2 1.9999× 10−2 0.9999× 10−3
6 14 3.2614× 10−1 3.3834× 10−1 3.5542× 10−1 3.5908× 10−1
7 14 3.2614× 10−1 3.3834× 10−1 3.5542× 10−1 3.5908× 10−1
Delete
8 7 4.4999× 10−1 4.6666× 10−1 4.8999× 10−1 4.9499× 10−1
9 14 3.2614× 10−1 3.3834× 10−1 3.5542× 10−1 3.5908× 10−1
10 14 6.1927× 10−2 6.4163× 10−2 6.7289× 10−2 6.7958× 10−2
11 1 1.2187× 10−6 3.6177× 10−7 9.7931× 10−9 1.2248× 10−9
12 11 8.9399× 10−4 6.1537× 10−4 1.9266× 10−4 9.1688× 10−5
13 11 8.9399× 10−4 6.1537× 10−4 1.9266× 10−4 9.1688× 10−5
14 1 1.3759× 10−2 9.1654× 10−3 2.7464× 10−3 1.3728× 10−3
15 12 3.5098× 10−3 2.4310× 10−3 1.5048× 10−3 1.5685× 10−3
16 11 3.5098× 10−3 2.4310× 10−3 7.6777× 10−4 3.8802× 10−4
17 1 1.3759× 10−2 9.1654× 10−3 2.7464× 10−3 1.3728× 10−3
18 11 3.5098× 10−3 2.4310× 10−3 7.6777× 10−4 3.8802× 10−4
19 11 3.5098× 10−3 2.4310× 10−3 7.6777× 10−4 3.8802× 10−4
Table 4.3: Symbolic Structures: Maximum probabilities for locations in Binary Tree
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A first interesting observation to make is a general one for both techniques: depending on
the range of values allowed, some locations are easier to cover and some other locations
more difficult. For example, adding values to the tree is easier when the range increases,
since it is less likely to try and add an element already in the tree; in contrast, finding an
element in a tree becomes more difficult since the likelihood of the exact value being in
the tree is less if the range of values is larger. When comparing the results in Table 4.2
and Table 4.3 it is, however, clear that these trends are consistent for both approaches.
Another general observation that is evident in all the data, is the number of paths reach-
ing a location doesn’t imply anything about the probability of reaching the location.
Sometimes a location is reached much more often than another and the probability for
reaching either is the same (location 1 and 10 for example).
If we consider the code for the Add method in Appendix A we can see that location 1 and
location 3 are symmetric and also 2 and 4; the symmetry is around whether the value to
be added is less or greater than the value of the current node in the tree. Notice how this
symmetry is clearly visible in the data for the symbolic structures (Table 4.3), but when
considering the actual use of the container when adding symbolic values reaching all 4
locations are equally likely. This is a case where the over approximation of considering all
possible structures gives us the intuitive result, but when we use the container, it seems
not all these structures are realized.
According to the symbolic structure analysis, location 11 is the least likely to be reached,
as can be seen in the code presented (see Appendix A), this is the case where we try and
delete the root node, when both the left and right children are null. This clearly will be a
rare case and also, as the data shows, will become more rare when more data values are
allowed. Again, however, when considering the actual use of the container this location
is not as hard to reach as some of the other ones.
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Method Location Paths 0...9 0...14 0...49 0...99
Add
1 65 2.8125× 10−4 1.2962× 10−4 1.2250× 10−5 3.0937× 10−6
2 81 2.8125× 10−4 1.2962× 10−4 1.2250× 10−5 3.0937× 10−6
3 65 2.8125× 10−4 1.2962× 10−4 1.2250× 10−5 3.0937× 10−6
4 81 2.8125× 10−4 1.2962× 10−4 1.2250× 10−5 3.0937× 10−6
Find
5 81 6.2500× 10−5 1.8518× 10−5 5.0000× 10−7 6.2500× 10−8
6 81 2.8125× 10−4 1.2962× 10−4 1.2250× 10−5 3.0937× 10−6
7 81 2.8125× 10−4 1.2962× 10−4 1.2250× 10−5 3.0937× 10−6
Delete
8 117 2.8125× 10−4 1.2962× 10−4 1.2250× 10−5 3.0937× 10−6
9 117 2.8125× 10−4 1.2962× 10−4 1.2250× 10−5 3.0937× 10−6
10 130 2.8125× 10−4 1.2962× 10−4 1.2250× 10−5 3.0937× 10−6
11 23 6.2500× 10−5 1.8518× 10−5 5.0000× 10−7 6.2500× 10−8
12 14 2.8124× 10−4 1.2962× 10−4 1.2249× 10−5 3.0937× 10−6
13 14 2.8124× 10−4 1.2962× 10−4 1.2249× 10−5 3.0937× 10−6
14 12 2.8124× 10−4 1.2962× 10−4 1.2249× 10−5 3.0937× 10−6
15 1 7.4999× 10−4 5.6172× 10−4 1.9599× 10−4 1.0106× 10−4
16 1 7.4999× 10−4 5.6172× 10−4 1.9599× 10−4 1.0106× 10−4
17 12 2.8124× 10−4 1.2962× 10−4 1.2249× 10−5 3.0937× 10−6
18 1 7.4999× 10−4 5.6172× 10−4 1.9599× 10−4 1.0106× 10−4
19 1 7.4999× 10−4 5.6172× 10−4 1.9599× 10−4 1.0106× 10−4
Table 4.4: Symbolic Values: Minimum probabilities for locations in Binary Tree
Method Location Paths 0...9 0...14 0...49 0...99
Add
1 7 4.2188× 10−3 4.9162× 10−3 6.0193× 10−3 6.2743× 10−3
2 10 4.2188× 10−3 4.9162× 10−3 6.0193× 10−3 6.2743× 10−3
3 7 4.2188× 10−3 4.9162× 10−3 6.0193× 10−3 6.2743× 10−3
4 10 1.6511× 10−2 1.8534× 10−2 2.1532× 10−2 2.2199× 10−2
find
5 7 3.7438× 10−3 2.8092× 10−3 9.8275× 10−4 2.5350× 10−4
6 14 4.2188× 10−3 4.9162× 10−3 6.0193× 10−3 6.2743× 10−3
7 14 4.2188× 10−3 4.9162× 10−3 6.0193× 10−3 6.2743× 10−3
Delete
8 7 1.6874× 10−2 1.9664× 10−2 2.4077× 10−2 2.5097× 10−2
9 14 4.2118× 10−3 4.9162× 10−3 6.0193× 10−3 6.2743× 10−3
10 14 4.2118× 10−3 4.9162× 10−3 6.0193× 10−3 6.2743× 10−3
11 1 1.2178× 10−6 3.6177× 10−7 9.7931× 10−9 1.2248× 10−9
12 11 2.3399× 10−4 1.7557× 10−4 6.1422× 10−5 3.1688× 10−5
13 11 2.3399× 10−4 1.7557× 10−4 6.1422× 10−5 3.1688× 10−5
14 1 1.3759× 10−2 9.1654× 10−3 2.7464× 10−3 1.3728× 10−3
15 12 1.0529× 10−3 1.2290× 10−3 7.6777× 10−4 3.8802× 10−4
16 11 3.5098× 10−3 2.4310× 10−3 7.6777× 10−4 3.8802× 10−4
17 1 1.3759× 10−2 9.1654× 10−3 2.7464× 10−3 1.3728× 10−3
18 11 3.5098× 10−3 2.4310× 10−3 7.6777× 10−4 3.8802× 10−4
19 11 3.5098× 10−3 2.4310× 10−3 7.6777× 10−4 3.8802× 10−4
Table 4.5: Symbolic Structures: Minimum probabilities for locations in Binary Tree
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Most of the observations made earlier about the maximum probabilities also hold true
for the minimum probabilities shown in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5. Notice, however, that
the probabilities are now lower, unless of course only one path reached the location in
which case the maximum and minimum probabilities are the same.
If we consider the probabilities for locations 18 and 19, one will notice that the maximum
and minimum probabilities are the same. This strange effect is due to the fact that
although there are 11 paths reaching the respective locations the repOk is violated for
10 of those, i.e. only 1 path is considered feasible. This is a common occurrence during
lazy initialization, since it is not aware of any complex structural constraints for the data
structures.
4.3 Discussion
One can argue whether the results with the symbolic structures is in any way better than
the ones where only the values are considered symbolic. This is however not our focus,
since we only show how one can extend the classic approach to reason compositionally
with the use of symbolic structures.
We give two solutions, one naive solution that allows only fixed probabilities for every
choice, which we know is not as accurate as using Korat to calculate precise probabilities.
However, the naive approach is very fast and scalable. Korat enumerates each possible
structure, including all the data values. This means the larger the data domains, the
longer Korat runs. When we used Korat, the smallest amount of time spent calculating
the maximum probabilities (similar behavior was observed for the minimum case) was
2 seconds with the value ranges from [0..9], 23 minutes were spent while getting the
probabilities with the range of values [0..49] and the longest time spent was 6 hours for
range of values [0..99]. LattE on the other hand is insensitive to the size of data domains
so the naive approach doesn’t suffer from this scalability issue.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, an overview of the research presented in this thesis, emphasizing the
important achievements describing possibilities and some ideas for future work, are given.
The focus of the thesis has been on extending the existing probabilistic symbolic execution
framework for handling data structures, thus, supporting reference types. Specifically, we
added two new approaches for handling references, by building on the lazy initialization
of Symbolic PathFinder (SPF). SPF is one of the only symbolic execution frameworks
that handle data structures as symbolic input, and thus was the natural framework for
us to build upon. The main contribution of the thesis is in Chapter 3 where we describe
the two extensions.
The first approach was a very simple extension that adds fixed probabilities to each choice
during lazy initialization (i.e. a fixed probability for extending a symbolic reference to be
null, a new object or an alias to an existing object). The benefit of this approach is that
it seamlessly integrates with the existing probabilistic symbolic execution approach in
SPF. This in turn means it can use a very efficient approach to using model counting for
linear integer constraints. The downside is that it is inaccurate, since in actual execution
the probabilities for these choices are not fixed.
The second approach is considerably more complicated, but gives accurate results. It
uses the Korat tool to count the number of structures that exactly satisfies the current
path condition (including constraints on the reference types, the so-called HeapPC ). The
drawback of this approach is that Korat enumerates all structures during the counting,
which means that if there are data fields, for example an integer, with a large domain,
Korat slows down dramatically. In fact our experiments show that even for moderate
sized domains of about a 100 values Korat can take hours to do the computations. It will
therefore not be able to scale to real-world examples.
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Although a Korat-approach cannot efficiently handle programs with large data domains,
with symbolic analysis when symbolic structure is taken as input is almost always modu-
lar, i.e. only for one method (that might call others). This means we never really analyze
large programs in this fashion in the first place. Secondly, one can often learn a great
deal about the execution probabilities from small data domains. We will briefly elaborate
on a new approach to handle data within the Korat approach in Section 5.1, that could
alleviate Korat’s scalability issues.
The work in this thesis has two main shortcomings we would like to acknowledge: the
Korat approach is not completely automated and this in turn meant we only evaluated
our solutions on one container class.
5.1 Future Work
When calculating the execution probabilities of code, one should also incorporate a usage
profile for the code. Adding usage profiles for integer domains was shown in [39], but how
to specify them for structural domains has not been addressed. An example of a usage
profile for structures could be that a list will be acyclic 75% of the time. We believe an
approach based on separation logic [84] to specify usage profiles for structures is worth
investigating. Separation logic is an extension of Hoare logic and was specifically created
to reason about programs with references/pointers.
The biggest current issue we face is that Korat is not efficient enough to count structures
with large data domains. We believe this problem can be overcome with a combination of
Korat to count structures and LattE to count the data constraints. One can think of this
as LattE counting the data domains for each structure Korat enumerates. Although this
might sound very expensive we believe that with a good caching scheme for the counts,
we should get much reuse from previous computations. Some initial experiments shows
very promising results.
There are many other directions to extend probabilistic symbolic execution, for example to
handle other data domains like floating point values and strings. For floating point values
one would need to use a sampling approach, since precise solutions (for example numerical
or symbolic integration) will not be feasible in general. Strings can be handled by either
counting the size of the language recognized by automata representing string operations,
or, by counting solutions to SAT problems (when the string operations are converted to
bit vector operations). SPF have back-ends for both automata and bit vectors. Another
very interesting direction for extension is to look at concurrent programs and calculating
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execution probabilities for them. Here one would need to look at interleavings of program
statements from concurrently executing threads and consider the probability for a thread
switch. Some initial experiments here shows that for a completely fair scheduler (where
every thread switch is equally likely), concurrency errors such as race violations are not
nearly as rare as one would think. Of course real-world schedulers are not fair, so we
should still consider more realistic scheduling policies.
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Appendix A
Appendix
This appendix presents the code for the Binary Search Tree example used throughout the
thesis. Specifically we show the code for the add, find and delete methods including
the location annotations.
A.1 Code for the Add method
1 public void add(int x) {
2 NewNode current = root;
3 if (root = = null) {
4 root = new NewNode(x);
5 intendedSize ++;
6 return;
7 }
8 while (current.value != x) {
9 if (current.value > x) {
10 if (current.left = = null) {
11 // Location 1
12 current.left = new NewNode(x);
13 intendedSize ++;
14 } else {
15 // Location 2
16 current = current.left;
17 }
18 } else {
19 if (current.right = = null) {
20 // Location 3
21 current.right = new NewNode(x);
22 intendedSize ++;
23 } else {
24 // Location 4
25 current = current.right;
26 }
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27 }
28 }
29 }
A.2 Code for the Find method
1 public boolean find(int x) {
2 NewNode current = root;
3 while (current != null) {
4 if (current.value = = x) {
5 // Location 5
6 return true;
7 }
8 if (x < current.value) {
9 // Location 6
10 current = current.left;
11 } else {
12 // Location 7
13 current = current.right;
14 }
15 }
16 return false;
17 }
A.3 Code for the Delete method
1 public boolean delete(int x) {
2 NewNode current = root;
3 NewNode parent = root;
4 boolean isLeftChild = true;
5 if (current = = null)
6 return false;
7 while(current.value != x) {
8 // assign parent to current
9 parent = current;
10 if (current.value > x) {
11 // Location 8
12 isLeftChild = true;
13 current = current.left;
14 } else {
15 // Location 9
16 isLeftChild = false;
17 current = current.right;
18 }
19 if(current = = null) {
20 // Location 10
21 return false;
22 }
23 }
24 if(current.left = = null && current.right = = null) {
25 if(current = = root) {
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26 // Location 11
27 root = null;
28 } else if(isLeftChild) {
29 // Location 12
30 parent.left = null;
31 } else {
32 // Location 13
33 parent.right = null;
34 }
35 } else if(current.right = = null) {
36 if(current = = root) {
37 // Location 14
38 root = current.left;
39 } else if(isLeftChild) {
40 // Location 15
41 parent.left = current.left;
42 } else {
43 // Location 16
44 parent.right = current.left;
45 }
46 } else if(current.left = = null) {
47 if(current = = root) {
48 // Location 17
49 root = current.right;
50 } else if(isLeftChild) {
51 // Location 18
52 parent.left = current.right;
53 } else {
54 // Location 19
55 parent.right = current.right;
56 }
57 } else {
58 NewNode successor = getSuccessor(current , x);
59 if(current = = root) {
60 root = successor;
61 } else if(isLeftChild) {
62 parent.left= successor;
63 } else {
64 parent.right = successor;
65 }
66 successor.left = current.left;
67 }
68 intendedSize --;
69 return true;
70 }
71
72 private NewNode getSuccessor(NewNode delNode) {
73 NewNode successorParent = delNode;
74 NewNode successor = delNode;
75 NewNode current = delNode.right;
76 while(current != null) {
77 successorParent = successor;
78 successor = current;
79 current = current.left;
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80 }
81 if(successor != delNode.right) {
82 successorParent.left = successor.right;
83 successor.right = delNode.right;
84 }
85 return successor;
86 }
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Appendix B
Appendix
B.1 Basics of Probability Theory
In this Section, we discuss some notions on probability theory of a finite and count-
able sample space which will be used in this study. The focus is simply on probability
distribution and conditional probability theories.
Definition B.1.1 Let Ω be the sample space of the experiment [78], that is to say, the
set of all possible experiments.
Let E be a random variable which denotes the value of the outcome for an event. A
random variable is referred to as an expression whose value is the outcome of a particular
event [78]. Let the random variable represents the roll of one die. For instance, we roll a
die of 6 sides and this may produce the possible outcomes 1,2,3,4,5 and 6. We assign the
probabilities to the possible outcome of this event, this is called a probability function.
Theorem B.1.2 The probability, P(E) is assigned to the event E by a distribution func-
tion on a sample space which we assumed to be finite and countable Ω, and satisfies the
following properties [78];
1. P (E) =
Number of outcomes corresponding to event E
Total number of outcomes
2. P (E) ≥ 0
3. P (Ω) = 1, that is to say that the total sum of the probabilities for all values of Ω,
is equal to 1
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4. If A and B are disjoints subsets of Ω, then
P (A ∪B) = P (A) + P (B) with A ∩B = φ, for all events A,B ⊆ Ω
Assume we assign a distribution function to a sample space and learn that an event B
occurred. How should we change the probability of a remaining event A?
We refer the new probability for event A as the conditional probability of an event A
given an event B and denote it by P (A|B), which is given by:
P (A|B) =P (A ∩B)
P (B)
; where P (B) 6= 0
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